REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPLEMENTED
MODULAR LATTICES
BY

BJARNI JÓNSSONÍ1)
Introduction.
It was proved by von Neuman [10, vol. II] that a ring
R is regular if and only if the set L(R) of all principal left ideals of R is a
complemented
modular lattice under the usual operations of addition and
intersection of ideals. We shall here be concerned with the problem, also
investigated by von Neumann, of finding for a given complemented modular
lattice B a regular ring R such that B=L(R). As von Neumann observed, this
may be regarded as a generalization of the problem of introducing coordinates in a projective geometry, and we shall therefore say that B is coordinatizable
if and only if such a ring R exists.
A complete solution to our problem would consist in an axiomatic characterization of the class K of all coordinatizable lattices. However, this seems
to be an extremely difficult problem, and in fact it is doubtful that any reasonable axiom system can be found. In any case, as we observed in [4], no finite
set of first order sentences could possibly serve as an axiom system for K.
We shall therefore be concerned with the less ambitious problem of trying to
find sufficient conditions in order for a lattice B to be coordinatizable.
Our
principal result will be a generalization
of von Neumann's theorem which
asserts that every complemented modular lattice which has a homogeneous
w-frame with n —A is coordinatizable.
In particular,
it follows from our results
that, with certain well known exceptions in the lowest dimensions, every
simple complemented modular lattice is coordinatizable.
Generalizing von Neumann's concept of a normal ra-frame of a complemented modular lattice, we shall introduce the notions of a partial
w-frame
and a large
partial
»-frame, and our principal result states that every
complemented
Arguesian lattice B possessing a large partial three-frame
is
coordinatizable.
Essential use will be made of Frink's representation
(cf. [3])
of a complemented modular lattice as a sublattice of the lattice of all subspaces of a projective geometry, and of the resulting representation
(cf. [5])
of a complemented Arguesian lattice as a sublattice of the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group. This latter representation is used to prove that
every complemented Arguesian lattice which possesses a large partial threeReceived by the editors September 19, 1959.
(l) These investigations were supported in part by a grant from the National Science
Foundation. The principal results contained in this paper were announced at the Symposium
on Lattice Theory in Monterey, California, April 16-17, 1959 and they appear, without proofs,

in [4].
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frame can be embedded as an ideal in a complemented Arguesian lattice with
a normal re-frame where re ^4. The proof of this embedding theorem is quite
involved, but once it has been established our principal result follows immediately from von Neumann's
theorem together with the fact that every

principal ideal of a coordinatizable lattice is coordinatizable.
All the lattices considered here will be assumed to have a zero element 0,
which will be regarded as a distinguished element. That is, when speaking
of a sublattice of a given lattice we mean a sublattice containing the zero
element of the original lattice, and when speaking of a homomorphism of one
lattice into another we shall assume that the zero element of the first lattice
is mapped onto the zero element of the second. We shall use + and • for
the binary operations of lattice addition and multiplication, E ar,d II for the
corresponding operations on finite sequences, and i£ for the inclusion relation. If b^a, then a/b is the lattice quotient consisting of all elements x
with b^x^a.
In particular a/0 is the principal ideal generated by a, but
there will be occasions when this last notation is ambiguous because our
arguments will concern two lattices A and B, where £ is a sublattice of A,
and an element a££.
We shall therefore use complex multiplication
and
write Ba and Aa for the principal ideals of B and of A which are generated

by a.
If the elements a0, Ci, ■ • • , an-i of a modular lattice B are independent
we write (a0, «i, • • • , a„_i)±. If the terms of a sum are independent, we also
indicate this by writing + and È m place of + and E- Thus

a + b = a + b,

E at = a0 + ai + • ■ ■+ an-i = E *<i
«n

«n

in case at>= 0 and (a0, cti, • • • , an-i)L. The relations of perspectivity
and of
projectivity,
between quotients or between elements, will be denoted by ~
and «, and we shall write a<b in case a is perspective to a part of b, i.e.,
a~x for some x^b. As before, there may be ambiguity when two different
lattices are being considered, and we shall then write a~¿> in B in place of
a~b, and similarly for the other two relations.
1. Partial re-frames. Although we are primarily interested in complemented modular lattices, it will be important to introduce the notion of a
partial re-frame for an arbitrary modular lattice with a unit element.
Definition
1.1. Suppose £ is a modular lattice with a unit element u, and

re is a positive integer. By a partial

m-frame of B we mean an ordered triple

a = (b, c, d) where b is an «-termed sequence whose terms bit i = 0, 1, • • -,
re — 1, belong to B, c is a symmetric re X ra matrix whose terms citj, i, j
= 0, 1, ■ ■ • ,n —1, belong to B, d is an element of B, and the following conditions are satisfied :
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(i) a =£,<»&.;+<*.

(ii) bi+bj = bi+Ci,j for i, j = 0, 1, • • • , »—1.
(iii) c<,i«=(c<,,+Cp,/)(6i+6J) for i, ¿, ¿>= 0, 1, • • • , n-1.
If a = (b, c, d) is a partial

ai = bi,

«-frame of B, we agree to write

dj = et,-,/,

a* = d,

at =

Y, ai + a*tW<«

A partial w-frame o of 5 is said to be large in case a* is the sum of
finitely many elements, each of which is perspective to a part of a0.
By a global
«-frame of B we mean a partial «-frame a of B such that

a* = 0.
Clearly, if a is a partial «-frame of B, then o,,, = 0, a, and ay are perspective with Oij as axis of perspectivity,
u = ai+äi = ai,i+äi provided if*j, and

didj = 23 ap + a*.
i,ifíp<n

Furthermore,
although B is not assumed to be complemented,
several elementary facts concerning «-frames generalize to the present situation. As an

example, if

u=Y.bi

+ d,

and if bo+ bi = bo+Xi = bi+Xiior i=l, 2, • ■ ■ , « —1, then there exists a unique
partial «-frame a of B such that ai = bi for i = 0, 1, • • • , «—1, ao,i = Xi for

i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , « —1, and a*=d.
Lemma 1.2. For n = 3, if a is a partial n-frame of a complemented modular
lattice B, then the set 5äoW{o0, a0,i} generates B.
Proof. Let C be the lattice generated by Bä0VJ{ao, a0,ij. Since do and
âoâi are elements of C, the element äi = ao + äoäi also belongs to C. The perspectivity
x—>x'

= äi(x + do.i)

maps Bäo isomorphically onto Bäi, and since x'ÇzC whenever
that BäiQC. The element ao,2 belongs to C, and replacing
by 2 in the above argument we infer that Bd2QC.

Assuming that xÇ_B and xd0 = 0, let
y = äi(x + ai),

z = ä2(x + a2).

Then yG-Bôi and zG5â2, hence y, z(E.C. Furthermore
(ai + y)(a2 + z) = (x + ai)(x + a2) = x

xGC, it follows
the subscript 1
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xEC

Finally,
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for any ¿>(E£ there exists

x££ such that b = bä0+x. Then bä0(EBao, and since xd0 = 0, we have x(E.C
Therefore 6EC Thus C = B.
Lemma 1.3. Suppose B is a complemented modular lattice with unit element
u, ra^3, and a is a partial n-frame of B. If x££ and u = x+a0, then x~a<for

i = 0, 1, • • ■, w—1.
Proof. (For the special case ra = 3 and o* = 0, see [l, p. 255].) Let
y = (a0 + a,)(x

+ â0âx).

Then
y + do = u

and

yâo = a,(x + äoäx) = 0,

and hence y~o0. Choosing j<n with/^0,
i, we therefore have y~ao~a¡,
and since (y+Oo)a3 = (oo+o,)oj = 0, it follows (see e.g. [8, p. 58]) that y~a¡.
Again, since y(ax+a¡)=0
and y~a¡~ax,
we have y~o¿. Finally, since
y^x + äoä, and (x, äoäx, o¿)-L, we have (x+y)a, = 0 and this, together with

the fact that x~y~o¿,

implies that X'^ai.

Lemma 1.4. If the elements a and b of a relatively complemented modular
lattice B are projective, then a is the sum of finitely many elements, each of which
is perspective to a part of b.

Proof. We consider only the case in which a and b are connected by a sequence of two perspectivities,
o~c<~6; the general case follows by an easy
induction.
Since ac^c, we have ac<b. Choose do with a = ac+Oo. Since perspectivities are isomorphisms,
we can find boéb and c0^c such that ao~Co'~cV
Clearly a0Co= 0. Letting Ci= c0bo and choosing c2 with c0 = Ci-(-c2 we can find
Oi, a2, ¿>i,b2 such that ao = ai+a2, bo = bi+b2, ai~Ci~bi, and a2~¿V~c2. Since
Ci'è.b, we have ai<b. Also observe that a2c2= b2c2= 0. Next let 08 = 02(62+^2),
63 = 62(02+^2)

that
Ci^c2

and

C3= C2(o2+ 62), and

a3~b3. Finally,
such

that

choosing

o4'~C4~64.

check

<z4so that
Since

that

03+63 = a3+c;3 = 63+C3, so

a2 = 03+04, we can find 64 = 62 and

64C4= 62c2 = 0 and

o4(64+c4)

=O4O3 = 0, we

have (o4, 64, Ci)L, and we infer (see e.g. [8, p. 68]) that 04^64. Thus a is the
sum of the four elements ac, Oi, 03 and o4, each of which is perspective to a

part of 6.
We conclude this section by proving the existence of large partial reframes in a simple complemented
modular lattice. An ideal C of a modular
lattice B is said to be neutral provided the condition a~6G C always implies
that aÇzC. We recall (cf. [2, p. 125]) that if B is relatively complemented,
then there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the congruence relations
over B and the neutral ideals of B, since the neutral ideals are precisely the
kernels of congruence relations and since each congruence relation is completely determined by its kernel.
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Lemma 1.5. Let a be an element of a relatively complemented modular lattice
B, and let C be the set of all elements cÇ:B such that c is the sum of finitely many
elements, each of which is perspective to a part of a. Then C is a neutral ideal of

B.
Proof. Clearly C is closed under addition.
elements x0, *i, • • • , Xn-iG-B such that

(1)

c = 2 *i and

If b~cC.C,

Xi < a,

then there exist

for i = 0,1, ■ ■ ■, n — 1.

Therefore

b = 2 y< with yi ~ Xi,

for i = 0, 1, • • • , n — 1.

By 1.4 we have y.GC for all i<n, and hence ¿>GC
If b—cÇaC, then (1) holds for suitable elements *,. Let yo = 0 and
y, = x0 + xi + ■ ■ ■ + Xi-i

for i = 1, 2, • • • , «,

and for i = 0, 1, • ■ ■, n —1 choose ZiG# so that byi+i = byt+zi. Then
b = £

Zi.

For each i<n we have y,+x<(y,+z,)
=y,+z,-, and we can therefore find
î)£B such that y,+z, = y,+i'i and i»,g:c,(y,+z,).
Thus z,~i;,-<a, and we infer by the first part of the proof that z^C
Consequently
ii£C. The set C is
therefore a neutral ideal of B.
Corollary
1.6. If a is a nonzero element of a simple relatively complemented modular lattice B, then every element of B is the sum of finitely many elements, each of which is perspective to a part of a.

Theorem 1.7. If n is a positive integer and if B is a simple complemented
modular lattice of dimension at least n, then there exists a large partial n-frame

ofB.
Proof. By hypothesis
there exist independent
nonzero
elements
bo, bi, • ■ ■ , -^-lG-B, and by « —1 successive applications of 1.6 we obtain
nonzero elements *i, x2, ■ • • , xn-i, yi, y2, • ■ ■ , yn-iG-B such that bo^Xi—x2
— ■ ■ ■ ^x„_i, and x,~yi = bi whenever 0<O'<«. Letting z0 = :>c„_iwe can
therefore find zi, z2, • • • , 2„_iG£ such that 20~2t^y,- for i=l, 2, • • • ,« —1.
Inasmuch as (zo, zi, ■ • • , z„_i)J-, there exists a partial «-frame a of B such
that ai = Zi for i = 0, 1, • • • , « —1, and using 1.6 we conclude that a is large.

2. Complemented Arguesian lattices. A lattice B is said to be arguesian
if and only if it satisfies the following condition: For all a0, oi, ci2,b0, bi, 62GS,

if
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y = (ao + Oi)(6o + 61) [(oo + a2)(b0 + b2) + (ai + a2)(bi + b2)],

then
(«o + 60) (oi + 61) (a2 + 62) ^ oo(oi + y) + 60(61 + y).

The name is suggested by the fact (cf. [6]) that a projective geometry satisfies Desargues' Law if and only if the lattice of all its subspaces is Arguesian.
It is known (cf. [6]) that every lattice of commuting equivalence relations is
Arguesian and, a fortiori, so is every coordinatizable lattice.

Lemma 2.1. Every complemented modular lattice B which possesses a large
partial n-frame a with ra=4 is Arguesian.
Proof. By [3], B can be mapped isomorphically into the lattice A of all
subspaces of a projective space, the unit element u of B being mapped onto
the whole space. We may assume that B is actually a sublattice of A. The
space u can be decomposed into pairwise disjoint subspaces ui} i(E.I, in such
a way that the line determined by two distinct points is nondegenerate if and
only if both points belong to the same component. By hypothesis, the unit
element u of A has the property that it is the sum of finitely many elements,
each of which is perspective to a part of o0, and it follows by 1.5 that every
element of A has this property. In particular, every point of u is perspective
to a point in Oo. Now consider any ¿E/, and choose a point p in ra<. Then
p~qo for some point q0 is o0. For/= 1, 2, 3 we have a0~oy, and we can therefore find a point q¡ in oy such that ff0~ffy. Since p is in ux, the points go, ci, q2, qs
must also be in ra<,and since these four points are independent, the dimension
of Ui is at least three. Being nondegenerate,
w¿ must therefore satisfy Desargues' Law. Consequently the whole space u satisfies Desargues' Law, whence
it follows that A is Arguesian, and therefore B is also Arguesian.
Lemma 2.2. In a simple relatively complemented modular lattice B every non-

trivial ideal is simple.
Proof. Suppose C is a non trivial ideal of B, and let = be a congruence
relation over C If = is not the identity, then there exists a nonzero element
oEC such that o = 0. For any cEjB there exist, by 1.6, elements XiE-B, i = 0,

1, • • • , ra—1, with

C = E Xi
and Xi<a in B for all i<n. If cEC then for each i<n we have x£C and
x¿<a in C. We conclude that xx = 0 for each i<n, and therefore c = 0. Thus C

is simple.
Theorem

2.3. Every simple relatively complemented modular lattice B of

dimension four or more is Arguesian.
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Proof. For the complemented
case this follows from 1.7 and 2.1. In the
general case we observe that any six elements a0, a\, a2, b0, bi, b2(E.B are contained in a principal ideal Bu whose dimension is at least four. Since, by 2.2,
the complemented
modular lattice Bu is simple, it follows that the elements
a,, bi must satisfy the Arguesian condition. Consequently
B is Arguesian.
3. The embedding theorem. Our principal result will be based on the
following embedding theorem:

Theorem
3.1. If a is a partial three-frame of a complemented Arugesian
lattice B, then there exist a complemented Arguesian lattice B' and an element

b(EB' such that
(i) B is an ideal of B' and B' = B+B'b.
(ii) b~ao in B'.
As will be shown, this theorem

is an easy consequence

of

Theorem 3.2. Suppose A' is the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group
u',uis a subgroup of u', and B is a complemented sublattice of the lattice A of all
subgroups of u. If a is a partial four-frame of A' such that do = u and ai, a2, a3,

«1,2, »1,3, a*G-B, then the sublattice B' of A' which is generated by the set
B\j{ao,

ao,i\ is complemented,

and B is an ideal of B'.

Proof that Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.2. Since the lattice B
in Theorem 3.1 is complemented
and Arguesian, it is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice A of all subgroups of an Abelian group u. It may therefore be assumed that B is actually a sublattice of A, and that wG-B. Since
the groups do, oi, a2 are perspective, they are isomorphic. Let u' be an Abelian
group that is a direct product of u and of a group b that is isomorphic to the
groups ai, and let A' be the lattice of all subgroups of u'.
If 0 is an isomorphism of b onto a0, then the set x of all elements of the
form a— <p(ot) with otÇ£b is a subgroup of u' and the axis of a perspectivity
between b and ao. By the remark that follows Definition 1.1 we infer that
there exists a partial four-frame c of A' such that c0 = b, c<= a¿_i for t=l, 2, 3,
Co,i= x, c,-,y= a,_i,,_i for i, j=l,
2, 3, and c* = a*. Thus the hypothesis of
Theorem 3.2 is satisfied with a replaced by c, and the sublattice B' of A'
which is generated by the set B\J{b, x\ is complemented
and contains B
as an ideal. Inasmuch as u' = u+b, it follows that B' = B+B'b and, finally,
since ïGB' we have b~ao in B'.
Reduction of the proof of Theorem 3.2. In the discussion that follows,
Theorem 3.2 will be shown to follow from four statements,
(l)-(4), whose

validity will be established in §§4-7.
The group u' is the direct product of its subgroups aü, ai, a2, a3 and a*,
and since the groups a,- and a¡ are perspective, they are isomorphic. In fact,
each element «¿Gai can be uniquely written in the form on = ctj+ß with
a/G«; and (3Ga.-,y, and the mapping a,—»a,- is an isomorphism of a, onto a,-.
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If X is a permutation
of the set {0, 1, 2, 3}, and if we map each o< in this
manner onto ox«), and map each element of a* onto itself, then these mappings permute the factors of u' and therefore induce an automorphism
ox
of u'. Alternatively,
ox can be characterized by the conditions that ox(a) =a
whenever aEo* and, for all a(E.ax, i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
ox(a) E a(i)

and

a — a*(a) E o,-,x«)-

The automorphism
of A' that is induced by ox will be denoted by the
same symbol o\ and if X is any subset of A', then ax(X) will be the set consisting of the images of all the elements of X.
If i and j are distinct elements of the set {0, 1, 2, 3}, let (i, j) be the
permutation
that interchanges i and j, leaving the other two members of the

set fixed. It will be shown (Lemma 4.3) that
(1)

o('-,)(x) = (x + ai,j)äj

Since the elements

whenever

o0,y= (oo,i+Oi,y)(oo+Oj)

lattices Bj(a)=a^^(B),

j=l,

ô< = x E A'.

belong to B', it follows that the

2, 3, are sublattices

with i?*j let Bi,j(a) be the set of all elements
b = x+

of B'. For i, j=l,

2, 3

6 of the form

(y + ax)(z + a,)

with xE-B, yÇlBi(a), zÇîBj(a) and yu = zu = 0. In particular, let .B(o) = 5i,2(o).
It turns

out (Lemma

5.2) that

Bxj(a)

is actually

independent

of i and j.

That is, the formula
(2)

B(a) = Bi,j(a)

holds for i, j= 1, 2, 3 with *#/.
Clearly 5W{ao, o0,i| ÇZB(a)Ç.B'. After a rather lengthy argument it will
be shown (Theorem 7.4) that
(3)

Consequently

B(a) is a complemented

B(a) =B',

sublattice

and B' is complemented.

of A'.

Finally,

it is easy to prove

(Theorem 7.4 again) that

(4)

B is an ideal of B(a),

thereby completing the proof of our theorem.
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.2 has been reduced to showing that the
statements
(l)-(4) hold. The next four sections will be devoted to this task.
In the proof of (3) we shall have occasions to consider, not one fixed partial
four-frame, but several different ones. It is for this reason that the notation
introduced above has been so chosen that it reflects the dependence of the
various constructions upon the frame.
For convenience we collect here the various assumptions and notations
that will be used throughout the next four sections.
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Sectional assumptions 3.3. Throughout §§ 4-7 the following assumptions
and notations will be in effect:
(i) A' is the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group u'.
(ii) A is the lattice of all subgroups of a subgroup u of «'.
(hi) B is a complemented
sublattice of A with wE-B(iv) F is the set of all partial four-frames o of A' such that öo = m and
Oi, o2, 03, Oi,2, Oi,3, a*<E:B.

(v) Q is the set of all permutations
of the set {0, 1, 2, 3}.
(vi) For each aÇ^F and XEÇ, ox is the unique automorphism
that ax(a) =ct whenever aÇza* and, for all aCzat, i —0, 1, 2, 3,
ax(a) E ox«)

and

of u' such

a — ox(a) E «i,x«)-

(vii) For all aEF, B0(a) =B and B,(a) =ö<°'«(ß) for ¿=1,2, 3.
(viii) For all aÇzF and for i, j= 1, 2, 3 with Í9£j, J3¿,y(o) is the set of all
elements 6E¿1' of the form
6 = x + (y + ax)(z + a,)

with xE-B, yEBi(o), 3E-By(o) and yw = zra= 0.
(ix) For all a£F, B(a) =Bi,2(a).
A. The automorphisms ox.

Lemma 4.1. If a E F and X, p<EQ, then aKa>'= a}1'.
Proof. Suppose i is one of the integers 0, 1, 2, 3, and let j = p(i) and
k=X(j). Given aÇ:ai, let ß = a*(a) and y = ax(ß). Then

ß E «y,

«-i£

o,-,y,

7 E a*,

^ - T E ay,*.

Consequently
et — y E (a, + ak)(ai,i + aj,k) = a,-,*,

so that 7 = ox,,(a). Thus the automorphisms
ax,i and a^a11agree on each of the
groups Oi, and since they both map each member of o* onto itself, they

must be identical.

Lemma 4.2. For all a£.F, and for i,j = 0, 1, 2, 3,
a{i,i)(a)

= a

whenever

a E tttfij.

Proof. Let X=(i, j). If i, J9£k = 0, 1, 2, 3, then a*,x(fc)
= 0, and it follows by
3.3(vi) that aK(a)=a for all a<E.ak- Since ox also maps each member
onto itself, the conclusion follows.

Lemma 4.3. For all a£F, and for i,j = 0, 1, 2, 3,
o(i,,')(x) = (x + Oi,y)ôy whenever

Proof. Given «Ex,

there exist p\ 7 such that

àx = x E ^4'.

of o*
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ß — y G *<,y.

Using 4.2 and 3.3 (vi) we infer that
a«->">(a)= a(i'''(a
Consequently

a{iJ)(a)

~ ß) + a^^tf)

= a - ß + y.

belongs to the group
(x + ai,,)(ai + did,) = (x + ai,,)d¡.

Conversely, if ô belongs to this group, then there exist a such that ct(E.x and
S —aGaj.y. Choosing ß and y so that (1) holds, observe that since the elements
ß —y and 8 —a belong to a,,; and the elements 5, a— ß and y belong to a,-, the
element o —ct+ß —y belongs to both a,,, and H¡, Since o,-,,ä, = 0, we conclude

that
o = a-ß

+ y = £»<••"(«)G a<u>(x).

We remark that from now on no use will be made of the fact that the
elements of A' are groups and that the lattice multiplication
and inclusion
coincide with the set-theoretic intersection and inclusion. It is for this reason
that we have used the notation employed when speaking about lattices in
general rather than the customary set-theoretic symbols C\ and Ç.

Lemma 4.4. If aEF, XG(? and X(0) =0, then ax(5) =B.
Proof. We need only consider
^ —(i, j)- Let k be the remaining

the case in which X is a transposition,
one of the three integers 1, 2, 3. Given

¿>G5, let x = b(ak+a*) and choose y, z(EB so that
(1)

b = x + y + z,

y = d{,

zdi = 0.

Let
v = (z + ak + a*) (at + a,),

w = (z + aj)dj.

Then
(2)

(v + ak + a*)(w + a,) = (z + ak + a*)(z + a¡) = z,

because (a¡, ak, a*, z)L. By 4.2 every element contained in â.ô, is mapped
onto itself by X, hence in particular this is true of x, ak and a*. Also, by 4.3,
«i and a, are mapped onto each other, and y and w are mapped onto elements

belonging to B. By 4.1,
a(»,J) = a(),*)a(¿,í)a(>,*);

and by successive applications of 4.3 we see that a(-i,k) maps v onto an element
î/G-B which is contained in ak+a,, that a(*',) maps v' onto an element v"<EB
contained in ak+ai, and a('-k) maps v" onto an element s'"GJ5 which is contained in aj+a{. Thus ax(v)=v'" is a member of B. It now follows from (2)
and (1) that a^(z)Ç.B and a*(b)eB. Thus ax maps B into itself, and the fact
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that ox is of order two enables us to conclude that ax(B) =B.

Lemma 4.5. For all a(EF, and for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, ali,i) maps Bi(a) isomorphically onto B,(a).
i=j

Proof. If i = 0 or j = 0, then this follows from 3.3 (vi), (vii). The case
is trivial since o(i,i) is the identity automorphism
of u'. If t^jVO^i,

then
ad.i) = a(i.o)aa.i)aio,i))

a(o,¡) mapS Bi(a) isomorphically onto B, ac<,)) maps B isomorphically
B, and a(i,0) maps B isomorphically onto Bj(a).

onto

Lemma 4.6. For all a(E.F, and for i,j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3 with k^i, j, o(<,i) maps
Bk(a) isomorphically

onto itself.

Proof. We may assume that i?¿j. If k = 0, then the conclusion

follows

from 4.4. If i,j, k9£0, then
a(U) _ a(o.*)a«,i)a(o,*)(
and under the mappings

on the right Bk(a) is first taken

into B, then into B,

and finally into Bk(a).
If either i or j is equal to 0, say/ = 0, we have
a^(Bk(a))

= a^'°\Bk(a))

= a«.«»a«>-*>(B) = a«."»«,«.»,,«.«^),

where in the last step we use 4.4. Since (i, 0)(0, k)(i, k) = (0, k), we conclude

with the aid of 4.1 that
a«-»(Bk(o))

= a^k\B)

= Bk(a).

Lemma 4.7. For all aÇLF and XE(?, and for k = 0, 1, 2, 3,
a\Bk(a))

= BMk)(a).

Proof. If X(k) =k, then this follows from 4.1 and 4.6. If X(&)9ák, then we
let p = (k, X(k)) and v = pX. Since X = pv and v(k) =k, we conclude with the aid

of 4.1 and 4.5 that
ax(Bk(a)) = a»(a>(Bk(a)) = a»(Bk(a)) = Bnk)(a).

Lemma 4.8. Suppose aÇ^F and i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3. If xÇzA' and x&ätäj, then
the conditions xÇiBi(a)

and xE-By(o) are equivalent.

Proof. By 4.2, o(i'3)(x) =x. Hence the conclusion
5. Alternative characterizations
of B(a).

Lemma 5.1. Suppose aÇ.F, i,j=l,

follows by 4.7.

2, 3, Í9£j, 6E-4', and bu = 0. If we let
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z = (b + a,)dj,

then
(i) b = (y+ai)(z+ai),

(ii) b(E.Bi,j(a) if and only if yÇLBi(a) and zG-By(a).
Proof. We have
y + ai = b + a{,

z + aá = b + a¡,

and since (a,-, a¡, b)L, it follows that

(y + ai)(z + a,) = (b + ai)(b + a,) = b.
If b(E.Bi,j(a), then it follows from 3.3 (viii) that there exist y', z' such that

b = W + ai)(z' + a,),
y' G Bi(a),

z' G Bj(a),

y'u = z'u = 0.

Let
x = (z' + ai)di,

y" = y'(x + a,).

Since x = a, we have
x = (z' + ai) did j
and inasmuch
and therefore,

as z'+ai and did, belong to Bj(a), this implies that xÇiBj(a)
by 4.8, xGB<(a)- Consequently y"G-Bi(a). Furthermore
y" + ai=

y'[(z' + ai)di + a,] + a,

= y'(z' + a4 + a,) di + a<

= y'(z' + ai + a,) + at
= (/ + ai)(z' + ai + a,)

= (y' + ai) (z' + a,) + ai = b + ai}
and since y" = di we have

y" = (y" + ai)di = (b + ai)di = y.
Therefore

yG-B¿(a).

Similarly

z<E:Bj(a), and the forward

implication

in (ii)

holds. Since
ydo = (b + andido = (bd0 + ai)di = atdi = 0
and similarly za0 = 0, the backward

implication

follows from (i) and 3.3 (viii).

Lemma 5.2. If aSF, i,j = l, 2, 3, and i^j, then Bij(a)=B(a).
Proof. Since Bij(a)=Bjti(a),
and i^jj^k^i,

it suffices to show that if i, j, k = l, 2, 3

then Bitj(a)=Bi,k(a).

In order to prove this we need only

show that if bQBij(a) and bu = 0, then ÔG-Biit(a).
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Let
yP = (b + ap)dp

for p = 1,2, 3.

By 5.1, y,-G-Bi(ö) and yy&ByOi), and the problem
yk£Bk(a). Let
ZP = (Vp + ak)dk

reduces to showing that

for p = i,j,

y' = (zí + ai)(zj + a,).

Since zi = di, we have z, = (yi+ak)didkÇzBi(a).
more, both Zi and z¡ are contained

e.Bk(a). Consequently

Similarly

in dk, whence

ZyG-By(a). Further-

we infer by 4.8 that

z„ zy

y'(E.Bk(a). Next observe that

y' + ak = (zí + at)(zj + a,) + ak
= (Zi + a,- + a*)(zy + ay + ak),

because z,-, zy, a, and a, are contained
and ak therefore generate a distributive
zP + ak = yp + ak,

in dk, and the elements Zi+ai,
lattice. For p = i,j we have

2y+ßy

yp + ap = b + av.

Consequently
y' + ak = (b + a{ + ak)(b + a¡ + ak) = b + ak,

because

(a,-, ay, ak, b)L. Using the fact that y' = dk, we conclude that
y' = (y' + ak)dk = (b + ak)dk = yk,

so that ykÇzBk(a) as was to be shown.

Lemma 5.3. // aE:F, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, bÇzA', and b^di, then the conditions
bÇ:B(a) and bÇiBi(a) are equivalent.
Proof. The case i = 0 being obvious,
b£E.Bi(a). Since B,-(c) is a complemented

we assume that i>0. First suppose
sublattice of A', and since

bu = bdo = bd0di G Bi(a),

there exists cÇ.Bi(a) such that b = bu+c. By 4.8, buÇ^B. Also
(c + ai)âi = c G Bt(a),
and if we choose j= 1, 2, 3 with J9^i, then the element
(c + ai)dj = (c + a,)didj

belongs to Bi(a) and therefore,

by 4.8, to B¡(a). Thus we infer with the aid of

5.1 and 5.2 that cEB(a), and therefore that b£B(a).
Conversely, if bÇzB(a) then bu<E.B and we can find c(EB(a) such that
b = bu+c. Observing that (c+ai)di = c, we use 5.1 and 5.2 to infer that

eG-Bi(a). But buE:Bi(a) by 4.8, and we therefore conclude that i>GJB,(o).
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Lemma 5.4. SupposeaÇ=.F,i= 1, 2, 3, 6E.4', and bu = 0. If 6E5(o), and
if we let
(i)

y = (b+ax)äi,

z=(b+äoäx)(ao+ax),

then
(ii) 6 = (y+o.) (z+dad,),
(iii) yE-B.(a), z(EzB(a), z=oo+a<, yu = zu = 0.
Conversely, if there exist y, zÇ_A' which satisfy (ii) and (iii), then 6EB(o).

Proof. Let/, k = l, 2, 3 with Í9¿J9£k9éi. If 6E5(o), and if y and z are
defined by (i), then it follows from 5.1 and 5.2 that y£:Bi(a) and that the element
x = (6 + Oy)öy

is a member of Bj(a). It is also easy to check that
z = (x + ak + o*)(o0 + a,),

and we therefore have zE-By(o) and consequently,

by 5.3, zÇzB(a). Next ob-

serve that
yu = (b + ax)äoäi = (6ä0 + a,)âi = o,ô< = 0,
zu = (b + äoäx)(ao + c,)ö0 = (6 + o0ô<)o,-= 0,

the last equality holding because (äoö,-, ait 6)J_. Thus (iii) holds. Also,
y + Oi = 6 + a,-,

z + äoö,- = 6 + ö0ä,-,

and again using the fact that ((Mi, o,-, 6)-L we infer that (ii) holds.
Conversely, suppose (ii) and (iii) hold. Let
y' = y(z + do),

x = (y' + a,)âiâj,
y"

= (y + floô,-)flo,

z' = z(y + ä0),

v = (x + ax)(z' + ak + a*),
z" = (z + ax)a0.

Observe that z+ait aa and ä0äx generate a distributive
lattice because the
first two of these three elements are contained in Oo+o,-, which is disjoint
from ôoô,-. Therefore
z" + äoäi = (z + ax)ao + o0ä<
= (z + a{ + ä0äx)(ao + ä0äx) = (z + äo)äx,

y' = y(z + do) = yät(z + â0) = y(z" + âoâx).

Now z, o,- and o0 are members of Bj(a), so that z"ÇzBj(a). Consequently
z"E-Bi(o) by 4.8. Since y and âoâ< are also members of Bi(a), it follows that
y'EBt(o). A similar argument will show that z'E5y(o). In fact, since y+äoäi
and oo are contained in the element dx, which is disjoint from Oj, we have
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y" + a,; = (y + fl0a,)a0 + o¿
= (y + doäi + d,)(a0 + ai) = (y + äo)(a0 + ai),

z' = z(y + âo) = z(a0 + ai) (y + â0) = z(y" + ai),

and observing that y"G-B.(a), hence y"G5y(a),
we conclude that z'G-By(a).
Furthermore,
from the fact that y'£.B,(a)
we readily infer that x£zBi(a),

hence xG-By(a), and this together with the fact that z'G-By(a) yields flG-By(a).
Since y'u = 0 and
vu = (x + ai)(z + ak + a*) do = (x + a,)(ak + a*) = 0,

we see by 5.1 and 5.2 that the proof will be completed

(1)

y' = (b + ai)di,

Since y' = di, the first equation

if we show that

v = (b + aj)dj.

follows from the fact that

b + ai = (y + ai)(z + d0di) + ai = (y + ai)(z + d0)
= y(z + do) + a{ = y' + ai.

To prove the second equation
x + ak + a* = (/

in (1) observe that
+ dodi)dj,

v + ak + a* = (x + ai + ak + a*)(z' + ak + a*)

= [(y' + äoäi)aj + a,](z' + ak + a*).

In the last product

the second factor is included in the first because

z' = (y + d0)(z + do) = y(z + d0) + d0 = y' + do,

z' = (y' + do)dj = (y' + dodi)d¡ + a,-.

Consequently
v + ak + a* = z' + ak + a*,

v + dodi = z' + dodi = (z + d0di)(y + do)
= (z + dodi) (y + ai) + ä0äi = b + ä0ä,-.

Furthermore
v = (x + ai)(z' + ak + a*) = (y + a,- + a,)(z + dodi)

= (y + ai)(z + dodi) + a, = b + a,.

Thus v¿b+a¡

—v+do, and we have
b + a¡ = v + (b + a,)do = v + bd0 + a¡ = v + a¡.

Since v is contained

is complete.

in d¡, this yields the second equation

in (1), and the proof
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6. Changes in the frame. Throughout this section we assume that p, q, r
= 1, 2, 3 and p^q^r^p.
It will be clear from the results in the next section
that given two partial frames a, b£F with 6o, 6o,¡,EB(o), the sets B(a) and
B(b) are equal. A direct proof of this fact appears to be difficult, and we shall
prove it here only for the special case in which a, = bt (or all but one value of i.
Lemma

6.1. Suppose

aÇ:F.

If d<E.B and äo = d + äoäp, then there exists

6E-P such that bx= ax whenever p9ái<A, bp = d, b* = a*, and 6,-,y= o;,y for i, j

= 0, 1, 2, 3 withi^p^j.
Proof. By 1.3, d is perspective to oa in B. Let z be an axis of such a perspectivity.
By the last remark following Definition 1.1 there exists a partial
four-frame 6 of A' such that 6t=o< whenever p9£i<A, b, = d, b* = a*, bg¡i
= at,i whenever p9^i<A, and 6„,p = x. Since
6o,r = (60,9 + bq,r)(bo + 6r) = (ao.q + at,r)(a0

we see that 6 has all the required

+ ar) = aQ,r,

properties.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose o, bÇEF. If ai = bx whenever p9±i<A and a* = b*, then
the conditions 60,,,EB(o) and bo,q(E.B(a) are equivalent and imply that B(a)

= B(b).
Proof. First assume that 6p = or and therefore ör = 5r. If 6o,,,E-B(o), then
6o,j>E-Br(o) by 5.3, and since bp,q, bo and bq are also members of Br(a) we see
that the element 6o,s=(6o,J, + 6J,,8)(6o+6i) belongs to Br(a), and therefore
60,jE-B(o). For similar reasons 60,8E.B(o) implies that 60,pÇzB(a). Assuming

now that 60,p and 60,s belong to B(a) and therefore that 60lPE-Br(a) and
60,jE5p(o), we infer by 1.2 that the elements 60 and 60,p together with the
set Bdr = Bir generate

60 and 60,5 together

both

Br(a)

and Br(b),

so that

with the set Bap = Bhp generate

Br(a)=Br(b).

Similarly

Bp(a) and also Bp(b), so

that Bp(a)=Bp(b).
In order to prove that B(a)=B(b)
it suffices to show that if cE-4' and
cu = 0, then the conditions c£B(a) and cÇiB(b) are equivalent. But the element
(c + ar)dr = (c + br)br

belongs to Br(a) if and only if it belongs to Br(b), and the element

(c + äoär)(ao + ar) = (c + WO (60 + 6r)

belongs to Bp(a) if and only if it belongs to Bp(b). Using 5.4 we therefore see
that cÇ.B(a) if and only if cE-B(6), as was to be shown.
Considering now the general case, let
x = (bp + aq)äa.

Then x£B

and äo = x+äoap.

By 6.1 there therefore

exists c^F

such that
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Ci= ai whenever p7éi<i,
cp = x, c* = a*, and c¿,y= o,-,y for i, j = 0, 1,
with ij^pT^f Since c0,r = ao,rG-B(a) and cp^crs, we infer by the special
already considered that B(a) =B(c). Furthermore bp = x+at = c„+cq^cr,
using the special case again we infer that the conditions bo,pÇzB(c)
bo,qÇzB(c) are equivalent and imply that B(b)=B(c).
This completes
proof.

Corollary

6.3. Suppose a£F.

such that B(a) =&(b),

2, 3
case
and
and
the

If c(E.B and cdp= 0, then there exists bEF

i>,= a,- whenever p^i<4:,

c^bp, and b* = a*.

Proof. There exists d£.B such that do = d + dodp and c = d. Choosing
according to 6.1 we use 6.2 to infer that B(a) =B(b).

b

Lemma 6.4. Suppose a(E.F. If d(EBP(a) and dp = d + dodp, then there exists

bÇzF such that b0= d, bi = aifor i=l,

2, 3, &»,y=o<,y/f>f
i,j=l,

2, 3, b* = a*,

and bo,t(=.Bp(a).
Proof. By 1.3 d is perspective to a„ in Bp(a). If x is the axis of such a perspectivity, then we infer by the last remark following Definition 1.1 that
there exists a partial four-frame b of a' such that bo = d, Z>,= a< for i= 1, 2, 3,

bo,q= x, bi,q= ai,q for i= 1, 2, 3, and b* = a*. Since
bp.r = (bp.q + bq,r)(bp + bT) = (dp,s + at,T)(ap + ar) = ap,T,

we see that &£F, and that b has the required

properties.

Lemma 6.5. Suppose a, b£F. If a, = ¿>,for i=l,
EB(a),thenB(a)=B(b).

2, 3, a* = b*, and b0, b0.p

Proof. First assume that b0^dq. Then
bo + dodq = dq

and, by 5.3, b0, b0,PÇzBq(a). We therefore infer with the aid of 1.2 that Bq(a)

= Bq(b).
The perspectivity
x —>(b(x) = (x + ap)dp

maps A'Bp isomorphically onto A'dp, and maps each member of A'dpbp onto
itself. In particular, each x(E.A'ä0äp is mapped onto itself. Furthermore,
if

x(E.Bq(a) and x^b~P, then
4>(x) = (x + ap)àPdq,

and therefore <b(x)EBq(a). In particular <b(b0)and <j>(bo,T)
must therefore belong to Bq(a), and since they are contained in dp it follows that they belong
to Bp(a). Since, by 1.2, Bp(b) is generated by the elements b0 and b0,p together
with the set Bbp = Bdp it follows that <pmaps Bp(b) into BP(a). Similarly the
inverse mapping
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y -» Hy) = (y + 6P)6P
carries Bp(a) into Bp(b), and we conclude that ci>must actually
onto Bp(a).
Given any cÇzA' with cw = 0, the element

map 5P(6)

x = (c + aq)âq = (c + bq)lq
is a member Bq(a) if and only if it is a member of Bq(b). Letting

y = (c + bp)bp
we have

<t>(y)= (c + ap)ap,
and we have shown that y£;Bp(b) if and only if 0(y)E-BP(o). Consequently,
by 5.1, c£.B(a) if and only if cE.B(b). This completes the proof for the special
case.
We now drop the hypothesis

that 6o^öa.

Letting

d = (bo + aq)dq

we have d(EBq(a) by 5.1, and äq = d+ä0äq. By 6.4 there exists c(EF such that
Ci= ai for i = l, 2, 3, c0= d, c* = a*, and co,pE-Bs(o). By the first part of the
proof we therefore have B(a) =B(c). Hence 6o, 60>pEB(c) and 6o = Co+ca = cr.
Using the first part of the proof again we finally conclude that B(c) =5(6).

Lemma 6.6. If a(EF, x(E:B(a) and xra = 0, then there exists b<E.F such that

B(a) =B(b), x^6o, 6; = o¿/or i—i, 2, 3, and 6* = o*.
Proof. First assume that x^Jp.

Then x(E:Bp(a) by 5.3, and we can there-

fore find d(E:Bp(a) such that
äp= äoäp + d

and

x :S d.

By 6.4 there exists 6EÍ" such that 60= ¿, 6, = Oi for i=l,
6o,q(£Bp(a). Consequently B(a)=B(b) by 6.5.
Considering

2, 3, b* = a*, and

now the general case, let
x' = (x + ap)äP.

By 5.1 and 5.3, x'£B(a).

Since x'^öP and

x'u = (x + ap)äoäp = (xö0 + ap)âP = aPäp = 0,

it follows by the special case already considered that there exists cÇzF such
that B(a)=B(c),
x'^c0, Ci=at for i=l, 2, 3 and c* = a*. Since x^x'+op
èco+cp, we apply the special case a second time to obtain 6E^ with the required properties.

7. The closure properties of B(a). Throughout
sume that p, q, r = l, 2, 3 and p9éq9ár7^p.

this section we shall as-
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If xÇzBp(a) and x(ao+aq) = 0, then the set

C = {y\ x+aQ+ap

= y G B(a)\

is a complemented sublattice of A'.
Proof. The element z= (x+a0)äo= (x+ao)ä0äp belongs to Bv(a), and therefore zEB by 4.8. Hence there exists ¿G# such that dodp = d+aq and z^d.

Letting
v = (ar+

aq)d,

w = (a* + aq)d

we have aT+aq = v+aq and a*+aq = w+aq. Consequently there exists a partial four-frame b of A' such that è, = a,- and ¿>¿,y
= a,-,y for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, and
b* = w. Clearly b£F, and it is easy to check that B(a) =B(b). In fact, using
4.3 we see that a^*)(x)=b(°>p>(x)
and ai0'r)(x) =¿>(0-r)(*;), whenever xEB.
Hence Bp(a) = Bp(b) and Br(a) =Br(b). Since ap = bp and aT = bT, the conclusion

follows with the aid of 5.1. Since 5o= f+5o5r, it follows from 6.1 that there
exists cEF

such that c{= bi whenever

Consequently B(b)=B(c)

r¿¿i<4,

cT= v, c* = b* and c0,qEBp(b).

by 6.2. Thus

C = {y\x + co + cP = yEB(c)\.
Since x^cq and x(E.B(c), we use 5.3 to conclude that x+co+cp£Bt(c)
that C is the principal ideal generated by x+c0+cp in the complemented

and
sub-

lattice Bq(c) oí A'.

Lemma 7.2. If aEF and c, d€E.B(a), then c+dEB(a).
Proof. It is a consequence

of 3.3 (viii) that a member

b oí A' belongs to

B(a) if and only if

b = b' + x
where b'£.B(a),

b'u = 0 and x£B;

we take for b' the element

in 3.3 (viii). From this it readily follows that if bEB(a)

(y+a;)(z+ay)

and cEB, then

b+cEB(a).
Using this observation we easily reduce the lemma to the special
case in which cu = du = 0. In fact, assuming that the conclusion has been
established for this special case, we have in the general case

c = Co+ ci,

where c0, daEB(a),
£B, so that

d = do + di

CoU= dou = 0 and C\, di£.B. Then c0+doEB(a)

and Ci+¿i

c + d = (co + do) + (ci + di) G B(a).
We shall henceforth assume that cu = du = 0, and in view of 6.6 we may
further assume that d —ao. Let
x = (c + dodp)(a0 + a„),

y = (c + ap)dp.
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Then x(E:Bq(a) and yÇ.Bp(a) by 5.4, and therefore
y = yo + y i

where

y0 = y(aa + aq)

and

yx E Bp(a).

Let
c< — (yx + ap) (x + ö0öp)

for i = 0, 1.

We have
co + ci = (yo + ap)(x + â0âp) + (yi + ap)(x + d0äp)

= [(yo + ap)(x + âoâp) + yi + ap](x + ä0äp)
= [(yo + aP)(x + do) + yi](x + ä0äp)

= (yo + yi + ap)(x + d0)(x + ä0äp)
= (y + aP)(x + dodp),

and therefore, by 5.4, c = c0+Ci.
Since yoE-Bp(o) and yoúár, we have yoE#r(o)
ap, x, aq, a* also belong to Br(a), it follows that
Co = (yo + ap)(x + aq+

and that c0EBr(o).

Consequently

Co + d = d' + z

where

Using 6.6 we can therefore

+at, bi = ai for i=l,

by 4.8. Since the elements
a*),

Co+d£Br(a)

and

z = (co + d)u

and

á^á'G

find 6E-F such that B(a)=B(b),

5r(o).

¿'^6o = ao+op

2, 3 and 6* = o*.

We next show that ciEB(o).

Since yiE5p(o)

and yi(oo+o5) =0, it follows

from 7.1 that the set
C = {» | yi + oo + ap ^ v E -B(o)}
is a sublattice

of A'. The elements

yi, op, x, and (o0+yi)öoöp

belong to this

lattice, and
ci = (y + ap)(x + äoäp) = (yi +ap) (yx + a0+ ap)(x + â0âp)

= (yi + ap)[x + (yi + oo + oP)ô0âp] = (yi + op)[x + (yi + o0)ôoôp].

The last equation follows from the fact that yi, o0 and öoöp are contained
aP. We therefore have CiEC as was to be shown.

in

Clearly (yu oo, ap, aq)L, whence it follows that (yi, 60, 6P, bq)L. Since
yiE5(6) and yiM= 0, the element
yi = (yi + 6P)6P

belongs to 5P(6) by 5.1. Furthermore,

yi (bo + bp + bq) = (yi + 6P)(60+ bq) = 0,
and we infer by 7.1 that the set
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= \v\ yi + 60 + 6P ^ v e B(b)\

is a sublattice of A'. Since d', CiE-D, it follows that d'+CiE-D, hence d' + Ci
GB(a),

hence c+d = d'+Ci+z(E:B(a).

Lemma 7.3. 7/aGf

This completes

the proof.

orad c, d£.B(a), then cd(EB(a).

Proof. There exist c0, ó"oE-B(o) and Ci, diE-B such that
c = Co + ci,

¿ = ¿o + ¿i,

Co« = dou = 0.

First observe that the conclusion holds in case dÇ.B, for in this case cd
= Ci¿E5. In particular we have cuÇ_B for all c(E.B(a).
Returning now to the general case, we see by 6.6 that we may assume that
Co^Oo. By 7.2 and the observation just made, the elements
c2 = Ci(co + do + di),

belong to B and therefore
Furthermore,

the elements

d2 = di(co + ci + d0)

Co+c2 and d0+d2 belong to B(a).

Co + c2 = Co + ci(c0 + do + di) = (c0 + Ci)(c0 + ¿o + ¿i),

do + d2 = do + di(c0 + c2 + d0) = (d0 + di)(c0 + Ci + do),

so that
(co + c2)(¿o + d2) = cd.

It is also easy to check that
(1)

Co + ¿o + c2 = Co + ¿o + d2,

whence it follows that the mapping
x -* <b(x) = (x + Co)(d0 + d2)

is an isomorphism
of the quotient
c2/0 of A' into the quotient
(do+d2)/co(do+d2).
In fact, the mapping x—>x+ c0 is an isomorphism of c2/0
onto Co + c2/co and therefore
into (ca + do + d2)/co, while the mapping
y—>y(do+d2) is an isomorphism of this last quotient onto (do+d2)/c0(do+d2).
Now c2 can be written in the form c2= x+y where x, y(E.B, x^öp and yop = 0,

and we have
cd = 4>(c2)= <t>(x)+ (f>(y).
Because of 7.2 it is therefore sufficient to show that <p(x) and <£(y) belong to
B(a), i.e., we need only consider the special cases Ci^5p and Ciap= 0. It follows from 6.3 that in the second case we may assume that Ci^ap. Similarly
we may assume that either di^ap or d2dp= 0. Accordingly our problem reduces to four special cases.

Case 1. c2áop and dt^äp.
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and hence
cd = (co + c2)(d0dp + d2),

and since Bp(a) is a sublattice

of A' and a subset of B(a), it is sufficient

to

show that dodp(EBp(a). By 5.4 the elements
x = (do + ap)âp,

y = (d0 + dodp)(a0 + ap)

are members of Bp(a) and of Bq(a), respectively. Therefore ya0(EBq(a), and
it follows by 4.8 that ya0(EBp(a). Consequently the element
z = x(ya0 + dodp)

belongs to Bp(a). Furthermore,
z = (do + ap)[(do + dodp)ao + dodP]

= (do + ap)(do + dodp)dp = (do + ap)(dodp + dodp)
= dodp + (do + ap)dodp = dodp.
The last equality holds because
as was to be shown.

(dodp, ap, do)L. Consequently

dodpÇzBp(a),

Case 2. c2^ap and d2^dp.

We have
cd = (co + c2)(d0 + di)(a0 + ap)

and since Co+c2EBq(a),

it is sufficient

to show that

(d0+d2)(ao+ap)

is a

member of Bq(a). Let
x = (do + ap)dp,

y = (da + d0dp)(ao + ap),

z = (x + d2)aa,

v = (z + ap)y.

By 5.4, xÇzBp(a) and yQBq(a). We infer that zG-Bj,(a), hence z(EBq(a) by
4.8, and hence vÇzBq(a).

Furthermore

z + ap = [(do + ap)dp + d2]ao + ap = (d0 + d2 + ap)dpa0 + ap

= (do + d2 + ap)ao + ap = (do + d2+

ap)(ao + ap)

= ap + (do + d2)(a0 + ap),

and consequently
v = [ap+

(d0 + di)(a0 + ap)](d0 + d0dp)

= ap(do + dodp) + (d0 + d2)(a0 + ap) = (d0 + d2)(a0 + ap).

Thus (do+di)(ao+ap)(E.Bt(a),

as was to be shown.

Case 3. c2^âp and didp = 0.
In view of 6.3 we may assume that d2^ap. By 6.6 there exists b£F

such

that B(a) =B(b), do = bo, 6, = a,- for i = l, 2, 3, and b* = a*. This case therefore
reduces to the preceding one, with c,- and d( interchanged.
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Case 4. c2^ap and ¿2ap = 0.
An argument similar to the one that reduced the original problem to the
four special cases under consideration also shows that in the present case
we may assume that either d2^aq or else d2^=aq. In the two subcases that
result, the conclusion follows from the first and the third case, respectively.
The proof is now complete.

Theorem

7.4. For any aÇ.F, B(a) is a complemented sublattice of A', and B

is an ideal of B(a).
Proof. By 7.2 and 7.3, B(a) is a sublattice of A'. Ii c£B(a),

then cuEB

and there exists xE-B such that u = cu+x. The element ao(c+x) belongs to
the complemented
sublattice Bp(a) of B(a), hence there exists yÇ_Bp(a)
such that oo = Oo(c+x)+y,
and it is easy to check that u' = c + (x+y). Thus
B(a) is complemented.
Finally, by 5.3, Bx(a) is an ideal of B(a), and hence
in particular B = Bo(a) is an ideal of B(a).
The four statements from which Theorem 3.2 was shown to follow have
now been established, and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is therefore complete.

8. The existence of a representation.

The following definition was stated

informally in the introduction.
Definition
8.1. A lattice B is said to be coordinatizable
B=L(R)
for some regular ring R.

Lemma 8.2. Every principal

if and only if

ideal in a coordinatizable lattice is coordinatiza-

ble.
Proof. Consider a principal ideal C=Bb of a coordinatizable

lattice B. By

hypothesis
there exists an isomorphism f oi B onto the lattice L(R) of all
principal left ideals of a regular ring R. Since/(6) is a principal left ideal of R,
we have/(6) =i?e for some idempotent element e(ER. The subring R' = eRe is
regular, and we shall show that C is mapped isomorphically onto L(R') by
the correspondence

x-+g(x)

= ic'n/(x).

First observe that if aÇzR' is idempotent,
then RT\Ra —R'a. In fact, if
ßCER'f^Ra,
then ß = eß = ße=ßa,
and hence ß = eßeaCzR'ct. Consequently
RT^RaÇZR'ct. The opposite conclusion is obvious.

If xEC then x^6 and hence f(x)Qf(b).
Therefore f(x) = Rß for some
ßGRe. We have ß=ßyß for some 7E.R, and hence ß=ßa where a = eyß.
Clearly «E-R', ct is idempotent,
and Rß = Ra. Consequently
g(x)=R'a
EL(i?'). Conversely, every member of L(R') is of the form R'a for some
idempotent aEi?'. Therefore Ra=f(x)
for some xE5, and since a(E.Re we
have RaQRe, hence x^6, and we conclude that g(x) —RT\Ra = R'a. Thus g
maps C onto L(R').
Suppose x, yÇLC and g(x)ÇZg(y). Then there exist idempotent elements
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a, /3G-R' such that f(x) = Ra and f(y) = Rß, and hence g(x)=R'a and g(y)
= R'ß. Since R'aQR'ß, we have a£R'ßCZRß, hence RaQRß, f(x)Qf(y),
x^y. We therefore see that g is one-to-one, and being order-preserving
must therefore be an isomorphism. Consequently
C is coordinatizable.

it

Theorem 8.3. Every complemented Arguesian lattice which possesses a large
partial three-frame is coordinatizable.
Proof. Suppose B is a complemented Arguesian lattice with unit element
u, and assume that a is a large partial three-frame of B. Then

a*= 53*<
«n

where each of the elements x, is perspective to a part of do. Applying Theorem
2.1 « times we embed B as an ideal in a complemented Arguesian lattice B'
in such a way that

B' = B + Bbo+ Bbi + ■■■+ Bbn-i
where

the

elements

¿>o, bi, • • • , ¿n-iG-B'

are

perspective

to a0. Since

(do, bi, xi)L, it follows by 1.3 that x¡ is perspective to an element y,a&,-. Consequently u is easily seen to be perspective to the element
v = a0 +

ai + a2 + y0 + yi +

and B is therefore isomorphic

■ • ■ + yn-i

to the ideal B'v. Let

w = a0 + ai + a2 + bo + bi + ■ ■ ■ + bn-i.

Then B'w possesses a global (« + 3)-frame, and is therefore coordinatizable,
whence it follows by 8.2 that B'v is also coordinatizable.
Thus B is coordi-

natizable.
In the above theorem

we did of course make essential use of von Neumann's coordinate
theorem for a complemented
modular lattice B which
possesses an «-frame a with « ^4. The proof of von Neumann's theorem proceeds in two stages. First the auxiliary ring R is constructed and it is shown
that Ba0 is isomorphic to L(R), and then it is shown that B is isomorphic to
L(Rn) where Rn is the ring of all «X« matrices over R. Since all the known
proofs of this theorem are quite long, it is of some interest to observe that
actually only the first part of this result is needed here, for applying Theorem
3.1 4«+ 12 times we can embed our lattice B of Theorem 8.3 as an ideal in a
complemented modular lattice B" which possesses a four-frame b such that
u —bo- Consequently, if B"bo is coordinatizable,
then so is B by 8.2.

Corollary
8.4. Every complemented modular lattice which possesses a large
partial four-frame is coordinatizable.
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Proof. By 2.1, such a lattice is necessarily Arguesian,

and the conclusion

therefore follows from 8.3.
Corollary
8.5. Every simple complemented modular lattice of dimension
four or more is coordinatizable.

Proof. By 1.7 and 8.4.
9. The isomorphism theorem. We shall prove that under the hypothesis
of 8.3 the ring R in the conclusion of that theorem is uniquely determined up
to isomorphism. The basic ideas of the proof are the same as in von Neumann's proof for the case when the lattice possesses a global ra-frame, although
in the general case R will not be isomorphic to a full matrix ring over the
auxiliary ring, but rather to a subring of this ring. The next lemma is actually

known from the literature. (Cf. [8, p. 149].)
Lemma 9.1. Suppose e0 and «i are idempotent elements of a regular ring R
and €oei= €i60= 0. // the elements Reo and Rei of L(R) are perspective with
c<EL(R) as an axis of perspectivity, then there exist unique elements a and ß of

R such that
e0a = aei = a,

eiß = ßeo = j3,

e0 = aß,

tx = ßa,

c = R(eo - a) = R(ei - ß).

Proof. We have
(1)

«o = a + a!,

Therefore

ei = ß + ß'

with

a E Rei,

ß E Reo,

a', ß' E c.

a = aei and ß = ße0. Also
(eo -

l)a = (1 - €0)(io - a) = (1 - e0)a' E Rei C\ c = 0,

so that e0a=cv. Similarly

eiß = ß. Since

Reo ÇZRa+

Ra' Q Rti + Ra',

we have
Rei + c = Reí + Reo Q Rei + Ra',
and since Ra'ÇZc and ReiC\c = 0, we must have c = Ra' —R(e0—a).

c = R(ei-ß).

Similarly

It follows that
eo — a = A(«i — ß)

for some A E R,

and therefore
a = eo — A(«i — ß),

a — atx = — Xei,

aß = — Xeiß = — Xß = eo — a — Xei = «o.

Similarly ßa = ei. Thus a and ß have the required properties.
Conversely, if a and ß satisfy the conditions of the lemma, then the elements a' —e0—a and ß' = ei—ß belong to c, and (1) holds. But the elements
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a, ß, a', ß' in (1) are unique, and this proves the uniqueness part of our lemma.

Definition

9.2. By a generalized

system of «X« matrix

units over

a regular ring R we mean an ordered quadruple (e, n, a, ß) of «-termed sequences whose terms e¿, i;,-, a,, /3<belong to R and satisfy the following conditions:
(i) «o, €i, • • • , e„_i are idempotent,
eo+ €!+ • • • +€n_i=l,
and «,«, = 0

for all i, j<n

with i9ej.

(ii) tjo = €oand, fori = l, 2, • • • , « —1, r;, is idempotent and i,,€o = «o'7.= »?«•
(iii) ao=/3o = e0and, for i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1, r/,a, = a,e, = a„ e,|3, = p\?;¿ = /3„

ni=otißi and e¿=0,«,.
Lemma 9.3. // (e, n,ct,ß)is a generalized system of « X« matrix units over a
regular ring R, then R is isomorphic to a subring of the ring of all « X« matrices
over eoReo under the correspondence f such that f(y)i.j = occ(ßj for all y ER, and
for i, j = 0, 1, • • • , n —1. The image of R consists of all those matrices m for
which riitnij = mi,jVj = mi,¡for i,j = 0, 1, • • • , « —1, and the inverse mapping is
the function g such that

g(m) =

£

ftw.-.yay.

i,i<n

Proof. Let S be the set of all «X«

matrices

m such that »?,w!,,y= m,,yny

= «i,-,yfor *',j = 0, 1, • • • , » —1. Clearly /maps R into S and g maps 5 into R.

If y ER and m=f(y), then
g(m) = £

ß.mijaj = X ßioayßjoij= Y, aytj = y.

i,i<n

i,i<n

t,j<n

If mES and y = g(m), then for p, q = 0, 1, • • ■, » —1,
f(y)p,t = <*pyßq=

J]

Here we used the fact that if i^p,

ctpßifnijajßa = Vpmp,qVq
= mp,q.
then otpßi = apepeißi = 0. Thus we see that

/ maps R in a one-to-one manner onto S, and that g is the inverse of /.
Suppose m, m'ES. Clearly g(m + m')=g(m)+g(m').
Also,

g(mm') = Y ßil Y,mi,jm'jAap=
i,p<n

\

i<n

/

£

ß<mi,,m'j,pap,

i,j.p<n

g(m)g(m')
= ( X ßi^ijaM X /V»?.««»)
=

23 ßitrii,jOijßpmp,qaq
í.y.p.8<»

= 13 ßWi.im'i.qaq
= g(™m').
i,i.q<n

Thus g is an isomorphism,

and hence so is/.
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Theorem 9.4. Suppose B is a complemented modular lattice and assume
that there exists a large partial three-frame a of B. If R and R' are regular rings

such that L(R)^L(R')^B,

then R^R'.

Proof. If u is the unit element of B, then

u = È 6,
where bx= ax for i —0, 1, 2, and each of the elements 6,- is perspective to some
element x<^6o. Let c¡ be the axis of such a perspectivity, and also choose

yi£E.B with 6o= Xj+y,-. In particular, for i = 0, 1, 2 we have x<= 60 and y<= 0.
If/ is an isomorphism of B onto L(R), then there exist idempotent elements e0, ei, • • • , €„_iE^? such that

1 = «o + «i + • • • + «n-i, «<ey= 0 for i,j = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■, n - 1 with i ?¿ j,

f(bx) = Re{
For each i<n

there exists an idempotent

»/»eo= eoVi= Vi,

ij,a,- = a<f< = o«,

»7,Ei? such that

f(xx) = Rvi,

and by 9.1 there exist unique elements

for i = 0, 1, • ■■, ra - 1.

f(yi) = R(eo — vi),

a<, ßi£zR such that

e,ßi = ßfli = ßi,

Vi = «A,

«< = ßiai,

f(a) = R(ví - a,) = R(ex- ft).
Thus (e, n, a, ß) is a generalized system of matrix units of R and, by 9.3,
R is isomorphic to the ring 5 consisting of all those «X« matrices m over
eQRe0which satisfy the condition
r/,w,-,y= mi,,i\; — mx,j

for i, j = 0, 1, • • • , ra — 1.

Similarly, if/' is an isomorphism
of B onto L(R'), then there
generalized system of matrix units for R', (e', r/', a', ß'), such that

f'(bi) = R'el,

f'(xx) = R'vi,

f'(d) = R'Wi -a!)

exists a

f'(yx) = R'(el - vi),

= R'(ei -ßl).

Consequently R' is isomorphic to the ring S' of all those «X«
over eóR'eó which satisfy the condition
r\mi,i — mi.iVi — mi,j

matrices

m'

mr i, j = 0, 1, • • • , ra — 1.

The proof of the theorem will therefore be completed if we show that there
exists an isomorphism of toReo onto e¿ R'eó which maps nx onto r\[ for all i <ra.
For each y(EeoReo there exists a unique element g(7)E-B such that/g(7)
= J?(7— a{). We shall show that g is a one-to-one mapping of e0Re0 onto the
set
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T = {v | » G B and o0 + 61 = b0 + v).

Since yER(o=f(bo)

and ai = ai€iGi?«i=/(ôi),

we have g(y) =b0+bi. Since

ei = ßiai = j3,7 - 181(7- «1) G i?«o+ J?(t - «1) = f(h) +fg(j),

we have h^bo+g(y).

If oEf(bo)r^fg(y)=Reor\R(y-ai),

then 5 = 5e0 and

S=X(7—«i) for some XER- Therefore ô=X(y~ai)e0=X7, Xai = 0, Xfo= Xa:i|8i
= 0, X7 =Xeo7 = 0, and we conclude that 5 = 0. Thus b0g(y) = 0. We have therefore shown that g(y)ET for all yEtoRtoIf v E T, there exist unique elements 7 G R*o and 5 Ef(v) such that
c*i=7 + 5. Since ai = e0ai = eo7 + eo5, we must have 7 = e0yEt0Reo- Also, the

fact that Rei= RctiQRy+RbQReo+R5 and R5Qf(v) implies that f(v) =R8
= R(y—ai),

hence v = g(y). Thus g maps t0Rfo onto 7\

If 7, 5G«oi?eo and ^(7) = g(5), then b —o¿i= X(y—ai) for some XER- Therefore 5 = 5e0= (5 —ai)e0=X(7 —ai)€o= X7, X«i=X7 —5+ai = ai, Xeo=Xai|8i = ai/3i
= ío, X(7~ai)=Xi0(7—ai)
= €o(7—«i) =7—ai. Thus we conclude that 7 = 5.
Having shown that g is a one-to-one mapping of €0Re0 onto T, we can
define operations © and O of addition and multiplication
in T in such a
way T becomes a regular ring and g maps e0i?e0 isomorphically onto T.
We next express the ring operations in T in terms of the lattice operations

in B. Let
d=

(ci + c2)(bi + b2).

Since/(c,) =R(*o —cti) and f(bi) = i?€„ every element
in the form
i =

Xi(«o — «1) +

X2(e0 — 0:2) = piii

iEf(d)
+

can be expressed

p2t2

for some Xi, X2, jm, p2 E R- Therefore £e0 = Xie0 + X2€0= 0, X2«o= — Xié0,
£=Xi(€o— «i —€o+o!2) = —Xi(«i —a2). Since clearly ai—a2Ef(d), we thus find

that f(d) =R(ai-a2).
We shall now show that, for all v, wE T,
(1)

v®w=

[(v + d)(b0 + bi) + (w + b2)(b0 + d)](b0 + bi).

(2)

vQw=

[(v + c2)(bi + h) + (w + d)(b0 + b2)](b0 + bi).

Let
zo = (v + d)(bo + b2),

zi = (w + b2)(b0 + d),

z2 = (zo + Zi)(ôo + bi),

z3 = (v + c2)(bi + b2),

z4 = (w + d)(bo + b2),

z6 = (z3 + Zi)(bo + Oi).

There exist 7, SGío-Río such that f = g(7) and w = g(5). If £G/(zo), then
i=Xi(y—ai)+X2(cti—a2)=pieo+p2(2
for some Xi, X2, pi, p2ER- Therefore
£ei= —Xiai+X2o;i = 0,
=Xi(y-a2)ER(y—ct2).

X2a2=X20!i/3ia2= Xia:i^io;2= Xia2, £=Xi(7~ cti+ai—ct2)
If £G/(zi), then £=Xi(5 —ai) +X2e2=pieo+p2(cti—a2)

for some Xi, X2, pi, p2ER- Hence £ei = —Xicti=p2ai and ^e2=X2€2= —M^. so
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X2e2 = — p2a2 = — paoiißiai = Xiaißia2 = Xia2

¿=Xi(5-ai+a2)Ei?(5-ai+a2).

and

consequently

It follows that if £Ef(zi), then £=Xi(7-a2)

+X2(S—ai+a2) =pi€0+p2€i for some Xi, X2, pi, p2£R. Therefore £e2= —Xi«2
+X2a2 = 0, X2eo=X2a:2j32=Xia2i32=Xi£o,£=Xi(7—a2+5—ai+aç)
=Xi(7+5—ai)

(ER(y+b—cii). Thus we see that/(z2)ÇJ?(7+5—ai),

but on the other hand

it is easy to check that 7—a2E/(zo) and 5 —cxi+a^E/O&i), and hence 7+5—ai
E/(z2). We therefore conclude that

/(*,) = R(y + S - ai) = fg(y + Ö) = f(v © w),
which shows that v@w = zt and therefore proves (1).
If £E/(z3), then £=Xi(7—ai)+X2(e0-a2)
=piei+p2e2 for some Xi, X2,pi, pt
E R. Therefore £e0 = X17 + X2e0= 0, so that £ = Xi(7 — ai) — Xi7(e0 — ai)
= \i(ya2 —ai)(ER(yott —ai). Since Z4is obtained from z0 by replacing v by w,
we see that f(zi)QR(5—ai).
Consequently, if £E/(z6), then £=Xi(7a2—ai)
+X2(S—a2) =pi€0+p2fi for some Xi, X2, pi, P2EÍ?. Therefore £Ô2=Xi7a2|32

—~Xtaißt
= 0, Xi7=X2eo,so that I;= \i(y8—ai) (E:R(yb—cti).On the other hand
we easily see that 70*2—otiÇzf(zi) and 5—a2E/(z3),

whence it follows that

7Ô—cüiE/(z6), and we conclude that

/(«,) = R(y5 - «0 = fg(y6) = f(v O w),
and therefore z$= vQw. This proves (2).
As regard g(vx), it is easy to verify that

(3)

g(vi) = (x. + bi)ci + (yi + ci)bi.

In fact,
f((xx + bi)ci) = (Rví + Rei) H R(e0 - ai) = Äj<(i»<- «0,
f((y< + ci)6i) = (R(eo-Vi) + R(eo - ai)) H Reí = R(r,xai - ai)
= R(eo — 1i)(l, — ai).

Therefore

/ maps the right hand side of (3) into

RVi(Vi - «i) + R(ex - Vi)(Vi — ai) = R(rn — ai) = fg(r¡i).
Considering

now R' in place of R, we obtain

60'i?e0'onto T such that gf(y') =R'(y'-ai)

a one-to-one

for all y'EeóR'tó,

mapping

g' of

and this gives

rise to operations with respect to which T is a regular ring and an isomorphic
image of eo'i?'eo'. However, since © and O can be expressed in terms of the
lattice B and do not depend on the ring R, we see that the new operations
must actually coincide with the old ones. Therefore there exists an isomorphism h of eo-Reoonto e0'Reo such that g'h = g. Finally, in view of (3) and the
corresponding
equation which must hold for g'(r¡í), we see that h(nx) = v'x.
The proof of the theorem is now complete.

10. Examples of simple complemented
(cf. [10]) constructed

modular lattices. Von Neumann

two kinds of simple complemented

modular

lattices.

The lattices of the first kind he obtained as limits of finite dimensional non-
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degenerate projective geometries, and observing that these lattices possess a
positive valuation (dimension function), he was then able to complete them
with respect to the resulting metric, thereby obtaining the lattices of the
second kind, which are of course continuous geometries. Both types of lattices possess a global «-frame with «2:4, and von Neumann's coordinatization theorem does therefore apply to them. By a modification of von Neumann's first construction we shall exhibit a simple complemented
modular
lattice, or actually a whole class of such lattices, for which this is not true.
Our lattices do possess a positive valuation, but when the valuation is normalized by assigning the value 1 to the unit element, then there are no elements
taking the values 1/n, n = 2, 3, 4, • • • . As far as we know it is an open question whether there exists a simple complemented modular lattice which does
not possess a positive valuation.

Theorem

10.1. There exists an infinite dimensional simple complemented

modular lattice which does not possess a global n-frame for any integer «>1.

Proof. Choosing an infinite sequence of positive integers ko, ki, fa, • ■ • ,
let »»o=lf mi = ko and íw,+i= »i,/%i+m,_i for i=l, 2, 3, • • • . Let F be any
field (division ring) and let Bi be a lattice which is isomorphic to the lattice
of all subspaces of an »i, —1 dimensional nondegenerate
projective space
whose coordinate field is F. The dimension of 5, is therefore
The unit element m,+i of Bi+i can be written as a sum

»»,-.

Ui+i= 23 *ij + w»
j<ki

where each of the elements »,-,yis w¿ dimensional and w, is jw,_i dimensional.
Hence there exists an isomorphism pi,¡ of Bi onto 5,+it»,-,y, and an isomorphism g, of 5,_i onto Bi+iWi. The sublattice C< of Bi+i which is generated by
the ideals Bí+iVíj, j<ki, and Bi+iWi is the (inner) direct product of these
ideals, and we can therefore map the (outer) direct product 5,X5,_i
iso-

morphically into Ci by letting

fi((x, y)) = Y pij(x) + qi(y)
i<ki

for all xEBi and yG#.-i. Finally we map fJ,X5w
Bi+iXBi by letting
«.•«*, y» = </<«*, y», *>«

isomorphically into

We now define our lattice B to be the limit of the lattices S,X5,-i
with
respect to the isomorphisms g,. Thus there exist isomorphisms A,-of BiXBi-i
into B for i = 1, 2, 3, • • • , such that A,+ig<= A,-,and such that every element
of B is in the image of SíX-Bí-i for sufficiently large i. Since
gi((Ui,

Ui-i))

= (Ui+i, Mi),

we see that B has a unit element, and since the lattices 5,-X5,-_i are complemented and modular it follows that B is also complemented and modular.
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If £ is a congruence relation over B, then we can define a congruence
relation £, over .B<X.B.-i by the condition that (x, y)Ei(x', y') if and only if
hi((x, y))Ehx((x',
y')). It follows that the conditions
(x, y)Ex(x', y') and
gi({x, y))Ei+igi((x', y')) are equivalent. Now suppose Oj^zE-B and z£0. Then
for a sufficiently large positive integer i we have z = Ä,((x,-, x<_i)) where

XiE^i and Xi-iEiBi-i. Furthermore
gi((Xi,

Xi-t))

=

(*<+l,

Xi),

gi+i((Xi+i,

Xx)) =

(Xi+i,

Xi+i)

where Xi+iE-B,+i and Xi+2E-Bi+2. Since x¿ and x,_i cannot both be equal to 0,
we must have x.+i^O and Xi+2^0, and inasmuch as (x,+2, Xi+i)£j+2(0, 0), it

follows by the simplicity of Bx+t and Bi+i that («,+2, Ui+i)Ei+i(0, 0). Consequently mEO where u is the unit element of B. We have therefore shown that

B is simple.
Finally, suppose there exists a global «-frame a oi B. Then

u = E ai
)<n

where the elements a¡ are pairwise perspective.
For sufficiently large i we
can therefore find elements XyE-B; and yyE#«-i, for j = 0, 1, • • • , ra—1, such
that a¡ = hi((xj, y,)). Consequently

Ui = E Xj and «;_i = E Vh
]<n

xo ~ Xi ~

• • •^

j<n

x„_i

and

yo ~ yi ~

• • ■<""•'yn-i.

It follows that both mx and m,-i are divisible by ra. But from the recursive
definition of the integers m, we see that mx and w<_i are relatively prime, and
we therefore conclude that ra= 1.
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